Evolution of drug resistance in CCRF-CEM human leukemia cells selected by intermittent methotrexate exposure.
A clinically relevant mechanism of acquired methotrexate (MTX) resistance is decreased MTX polyglutamate (MTXGn) synthesis (McCloskey et al. J. Biol. Chem. 266:6181, 1991) secondary to deficient folylpolyglutamate synthetase (FPGS) activity. Earlier studies showed that this mechanism resulted after intermittent MTX treatment, but did not define its evolution in populations or its clonal frequency of occurrence and heterogeneity. We thus studied evolution of resistance in CCRF-CEM human leukemia cell populations and clones after repeated treatment with 30 microM MTX for 24 h. In populations, MTX resistance was detectable after 1 treatment and increased in degree as total cycles increased to 7. Defective MTXGn synthesis in populations was the only resistance mechanism detected, and FPGS activity in extracts decreased with treatment cycle. After 1 treatment, defective MTXGn synthesis was the major (27/48 clones) form of resistance; 18 clones were sensitive, while 1 clone with a DHFR-related change, no clones with decreased MTX uptake, and 2 complex phenotypes were observed. Sporadic clones with DHFR-mediated resistance appeared up to cycle 4, but defective MTXGn synthesis remained the major resistance mechanism. The degree of clonal resistance tended to increase with treatment cycle, but 1 clone in cycle 2 was similar to the clones from cycle 7. No change in FPGS gene copy number or restriction pattern, or FPGS mRNA level or size (2.3 Kb) was detected in populations. Decreased FPGS activity must result from decreased translation, increased protein turnover, or a point mutation affecting catalysis.